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FROK B. P. Tunstoll

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this memorandum is to survey the
techniques and performance of error correcting coding and
to determine its usefulness in space communication links.

A basic problem facing the designer of a space
communication system is the attainment of information and
error rate specifications under a weight (and, therefore,
power) constraint. Coding offers one tool for helping to
solve this problem.

This memorandum discusses the classes of error-
correctiag codes, channel. capacity, code reliability funjtions
and coding techniques. Performance curves determined by
computer simulations are given and some present applications
are mentioned.

Weight and complexity limitationu prevent the use of
elaborate decoders in spacecraft= Earth-to-spacecraft links
(or uplinks) usually depend on ground based high powered
transmitters and high gain antennas to overcome the effect of
noise. The constraints on the downlink are just the opposite.
The spacecraft transmitter must be low powered and elaborate
decoders can be implemented on the ground. Thus, the discussion
in this memorandum is concerned with the downlink.

A framework for the discussion to follow is given
by the block diagram in Figure 1-1. This coded system is
general enough to represent most of the space vehicle systems
presently under development or in use.

The data presented to the encoder aboard the space-
craft is assumed to be in binary form. The encoder generates
another binary sequence which enters a J stage shift register.

JThe shift register has M possible outputs with M=2. For each
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of the M possible shift register outputs, a waveform m i (t), is

generated by the waveform generator. It has been found that
the disturbance in a space communication link is primarily

receiver thermal noise. 1 Therefore, n(t) is chosen to be
stationary white Gaussian noise.

The optimum detector for additive white Gaussian
noise is a matched filter or correlation detector operatir-.g

coherently. 1 The detector shown in Figure 1-1 is also assumed
to include quantization and ranking of the matched filter
outputs. The correlation interval and the number of
quantization levels are discussed in later sections.

A particular system might not employ all of the
components shown in Figure 1-1. For example, the coder might
be an identity transformation, or M might equal two in which
case there would be no shift register.

Feedback coding schemes are not particularly useful
beyond the near earth vicinity because of the round trip signal
delay, and are not included in this report.

Some of the codes introduced can be used for error
detection as well as forward error correction= however, this
memorandum focuses on correcting techniques.

In Section II, error-correcting codes are introduced
by a simple example which employs maximum likelihood decoding.
Codes are broken into two classes, block codes and convolutional
codes. Section III considers two theoretical bounds on the
performance of codes, the channel capacity and the reliability
function. The channel capacity determines how rapidly
information can be transmitted, and, roughly speaking, the
reliability function shows how rapidly the probability of
error decreases as code complexity increases. Section IV
discusses specific encoding and decoding techniques and the
results of simulating these techniques on a computer. Section
V contains a review of the use of coding by NASA.

II. ERROR CORRECTING CODES

A Simple Coding Example

Consider the simplified communication system shown
in Figure 2-1. Assume the message, m, is drawn at random from



whenever p is received. The optimum receiver is thus a maximum a
posteriori probability receiver.
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ka finite set, [m Ik = 1, • • • , N1 , with probability P f m il , i = 1, • • • ,N,

and that the transmitter generates the scalar value, s k , when

the message is m . The channe is describe by the conditional
probability density functions pr ( P IS = s i ) where p is a
particular value of the received scalar, r.

Which particular message, m k , Chould m, the receiver
output, be not equal to? The answer depends on the criterion of
optimality = a common criterion is error probability, and in this
report an optimum receiver is defined as one which minimizes

probability of error. Assume the optimum receiver sets m = mk.

Then the coi :3itional probability of correct reception, given
that r = p, is just

P LCIr = pJ = P Imk Ir = p,,	 (2-1)

the conditional probability that the message m k was sent, given
that p was received. The unconditional probability of correct
reception is	 ,•

P Hnj P [C I r=p] pr (p ) dp	(2-2)

where pr (P) is the unconditional probability density of r. Since

pr (p)> o, the probability of correct reception is maximized (and
the probability of error is minimized) by maximizing PCdr = p,

for each p. That is, the optimum receiver chooses mk Iuch that

From a knowledge of the channel, the source, and the
received signal, how is mk chosen? By Bayes rule,

P [mA pr p 1 mi)
l	 pr (p)

SincePr (P) is independent of receiver structure, i.e.,

N

Pr ^p) _
	 P [mil	 pr 

( P
IS = si ) 	 (2 - 5)

i=1 
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the optimum receiver chooses mk to maximize the quantity

P [mk]  pr (Plmkl

If the source distribution Prm i] is not known, the receiver

may just maximize pr (Plmkl . This is known as a maximum likeli-

hood receiver and is optimum if the message probabilities,

P N , are equal.
These definitions of maximum a posteriori and maximum

liklihood receivers apply equally well to vector channels and
waveform channels whenever the channel output probability
density conditioned on the input is known.

With this background, a simple code can be devised
for a digital channel. Consider the system shown in Figure 2-2.
The message is drawn from the binary set (0,11. The coder
transforms the binary message into another binary signal. The
channel is binary symmetric which means that input and output
alphabets are discrete and binary and that the probability of
either a zero being changed into a one or vice versa is the
same and is denoted by p. A binary symmetric channel (BSC) is
shown in Figure 2-3. The decoder examines the corrupted signal

and guesses whether to set m equal to zero or to one.

How should the coder transform the message, and how

should the decoder guess the value of m? If no coding is
employed, an error in a single location can change a message
bit and there is no way for the receiver to know an error has
occurred (assuming the message bits are statistically independent).
A logical first approach to coding is thus to let each message
bit influence more than one coded, or channel, bit. The
distribution of influence of each message bit in this manner is
the basis of all error-correcting and error-detecting codes.

For purposes of example, the system in Figure 2-2
employs a repetition code, that is, each message bit is simply
repeated n times. The message bits are assumed equi-probable

and the decoder is, therefore, designed to choose for m the
value mk for which

Pr [Pn 1 mk]

is a maximum. pn is the received binary n-tuple.	 Assume that
p, the BSC error probability is less than one half. (The

I
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channel output symbols can always be labeled so that p < 1/2.)
If Pn contains j ones and n-j zeros, then

r [Pn 
1 01	 pj (1-P) (n- J)

	
(2-6)

and

Pr [Pn 1, • ( 1 -p ) j p (n-j )	 (2-7)

The decoder computes a decision function, Y, where

Pr 
[Pn' 

10]1
Y s

Pr [P.  I 1

! (1-P) (n-j)

(1-p) p

1-p

m is set equal to zero if Y is greater than cne and vice versa.
Thus, the optimum decoder uses majority rule. To see this, let

more than half of^pn be ones, i.e. j > 2-. Then Y is less than

one, and m = 1. If Y = l,the decoder cannot correct the errors except
by making a random choice which in itself has a probability of
error equal to one half. To eliminate this possibility, the
number of repetitions, n, is constrained to be odd.

The probability, P E , of a message bit being erroneously

estimated by the decoder is just the probability of channel
erros in more than half the bits in p n . That is,

n 	 i	 (n-i)

PEnE

	
JnJ
1 p (1-p) (2-9)

1=[2-+1]

where [ n + 1] is the greatest integer in ( n + 11 .
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The rate, R. of a code is the number of message bits
per coder output bit. The rate of the simple repetition code
discussed above is just

R s 1	 message bits
n,	 cooed bit

Figure 2-4 is a graph of a  versus A for this code 16

As would be expected, the probability of error decreases as the
rate cAecreaees (and n increases). Therefore, if the channel
admits coded bits at a fixed rate, the repetition code can
achieve vanishingly small error rates only at the cost of a
vanishingly small information rate.

Fortunately, not all codes suffer this defect. In

fact, Shannon  has shown that codes exist for which the
probability of error is arbitrarily small for any rate less
than C, the channel capacity. The existence of these codes
is indicated by the lower curve in Figure 2-4. Shannon's
result is non-constructive, i.e., it is proven by averaging
over the results of all possible codes. For any of the
practical codes which allow error rate to be reduced indefinitely,
one or more of the following characteristics must be correspondingly
increased indefinitely: decoder complexity, channel bandwidth,
receiver storage, and decoding delay. Thus, although the ideal
code has not been found, presently available codes are useful in
reducing the error rate to a small, but non-zero, value,

Code Classes

For the purposes of this memorandum, codes are
classified according to the manner in which the influence of
each message bit is distributed among the channel signals and
according to how the channel signals are detected by the
receiver. The two code classes are block and convolutional.
Optimal and sub-optimal detection of block codes are defined.

A code belongs to the block code class if the message
symbol sequence and the channel symbol sequence can be
segmented into disjoint intervals, or blocks, bearing a
constrained relationship to each other. The constraint on this
relationship is illustrated in Figure 2-5. Let g be a particular
message block, and G a particular channel block. The other
message blocks and channel blocks are represented by h and H,
respectively. Each message block, g, must be related to a
channel block, G, so that each symbol in g influences the
contents of G but not H and each symbol in_G is influenced by
the contents of g but not h.

W
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The corzstraLits on a convolutional code are similar
to those on block codes except that the message segments are
not disjoint, but overlap, as shown in Figure 2-6. The contents
of G 1 are influenced by only gl and gl influences only Gl.*

Similarly for G2 and 92 , G 3 and g 3 , etc. The g i form a sliding

aperture, or window, along the message symbol sequence.

Assume the channel block, G in Figure 2-5, of a block

code is received as G after corruption by additive white

Gaussian noise. If the detector correlates she entire G with
all possible forms of G, the detection is optimal. If the

detector correlates subintervals of G with the possible
subintervals of G and coarsely quantizes the results of each
correlation (usually into one bit), the detection is suboptimal.

The reason for choosing suboptimal detection over
optimal detection in some cases will become clear in Section III.

If both the message symbols and the channel symbols
are binary, common terminology exists to express the complexity
and rate of either block or convolutional codes.

In the block code case, if the number of binary
digits in g is k and the number in G is n, then the code is
said to be an (n,k) code and to have rate (number of message

bits per channel bit) of n.

In the convolutional code case, if G i contains v bits,

and the sliding window moves w bits per shift, the rate is

R - w - message bits
v	 channel bit

Let L be the total number of sliding windows, or g i , in which

a particular message bit can appear. Then the constraint length,
K, is defined as

K a Lv

The constraint length is just the total number of channel bits
which can be influenced by one message bit.

The constraint length of a convolutional code and the
block length, n, of a block code can be used with the
reliability function (introduced in Section III) to bound the
probability of error.

This is true during the encoding of gl.
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III. THEORETICAL BOUNDS ON CODING PERFORMANCE

Shannon's Noisy Coding Theorem  states that for rates
less than channel capacity, C, codeb exist for which the error
probability is arbitrarily small. The channel capacity is a
function only of the channel and the constraints imposed by the
modulation and demodulation equipment. These constraints
usually include bandwidth and quantization of transmitted and
receiver signals. This section discusses the capacities of
some important channel models and the relationship between code
complexity and probability of error.

Capacity

Shannon has proved that the capacity of a power
constrained, approximately bandwidth constrained, continuous
channel corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise is

C=W1092
1 + Ps

WN
bits/sec (3-1)

Reference 3 discusses the problem of definirg band-
width for this theorem= it is assumed, however, that the• signal
energy is concentrated in the band I -W, W1. The average signal
power is Ps and the two sided power spectral density of the

No
Gaussian process is y—.

Obviously, the capacity increases indefinitely with
increasing signal power. This Is reasonable, since with
increasing signal-to-noise ratio the receiver should be able to
distinguish between more and more numerous signaling
levels. The same relationship does not hold with bandwidth, as
can be seen in the plot of capacity as a function of bandwidth
in Figure 3-1. Even for an infinite bandwidth, the capacity
does not exceed

P
C  - _N 1092 e

0
P

= 1.44 NS	
(3-2)

0
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1.44 ^-
0

(3-3)

or

Fb
^—	 >	 -1.6 dB.
0

(3-5^
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Therefore, by Shannon ' s Theorem, the message bit rate, R, in
bits per second must satisfy,

Let Eb be the received energy per meaaage bit and let T be

the message bit duration. Then the rate, R, in bits per second
is

R 
s 1
	

(3-4)

and

Eb	 Ps T	 Ps 1
-No	 f ^ l^

^	 Ps	 1	 No^^ Ps ^ by (3-3)

1̂̂ ^

This bound for the infinite band^^vldth Gaussian Channel
is known as Shannon ' s limit and is used ^.s a reference for
judging coding systems. A code requiring very little power in
excess of Shannon ' s limit to achieve a low probability of error
is a good code. Of course, no code operating with

Eb̂— < -1.6 db
o

can achieve a vanishing small probability of error, regardless
of its complexity. To give a specific example, consider an
encoded coherent PSK system with a bit •error rate requirement of

E
10-4 . The required ^ is 8 . 4 dB. This is 10 dB greater than

0

^^

_	 w
{	 ..	 _	 ^.
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Shannon's limit and, therefore, this uncoded system requires
ten times the power rAquired by an ideal coded system.

Shannon's Theorem applies to transmitters which are
^onetrained only in avQrage power and in bandwidth and to
receivers :n which the output of the detector can have a
continuous range of values. Frequently, due to practical
considerations, the transmitter is also constrained to transmit
waveforms chosen from a finite set and the receiver detector
output is quantized before the message estimate is made. This
quantization of transmitter output and detector output tends
t^ decrease the channel capacity, and the coarser the
quantization, the greater the decrease in capacity. For

E
example, if ^ is +1.8 dB and the channel (including detector)

0
has a continuous input and a continuous output, the capacity
is 2 bits per second per unit bandwidth. If the channel input
is constrained to be one of two possible waveforms (binary
signaling) the capacity drops to 1.6 bits per second per unit
bandwidth. If, in addition, the detector output is quantized
into two levels (one bit quantization) the capacity drops

5further to 1.0 bit per second Fer unit bandwidth.

A Gaussian channel with discrete inputs and outputs
is a discrete memory less channel, pr DMC, which can be
completely characterized by its probability transition matrix,

Pij	 Here, Pij is the probability that the channel output is

i given that the input is j. Given the values of P ij , the DMC

capacity can be calculated directly by methods discussed in
Reference 6. The result for the binary symmetric channel is

CBSC = 1 + p logy p + (1-p) log 2 (1-p) bits/symbol (3-6)
4

The dimensions for this expression for capacity are bits per
symbol, i.e., bits per BSC usage. If the BSC is used B times
per second, the capacity is

B CflSC bits/second

In spite of capacity degradation, bandwidth constraints
and quantization are usually accepted to facilitate implementation.

Reliability functions

As stated in Section II, the ^^robability of error of
a code depends on i.ts complexity. More specifically, upper and
lower bounds on probability of decoding error decrease
exponentially with block length or with constraint length.
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The probability that a block of a block code will be

erroneously decoded, PB `e, , is bounded by,6

_n E g (R)	 _n E g (R)
Al e	 < PH f el < A2 e

In Equation (3-^), n is the block length, the Ai are constants

or s lowly varying functions of n, and B̂ (R) and E B (R j are

functions of the rate, R, called reliability functions.

(^-7)

The probability that one of the channel blocks, or Gi,

wi 11 be erroneously decoded in a convolutional code, Pc ^e^, i•
bounded by,

A e-K ^c (R)
3

< Pc LeJ < A4 a -K Ec (R) (3-8)

Here, the Ai are slowly varying functions of K, the constraint

length, and ^c (R) and Ec (R) are the reliability functions.

The lower bound in each of the above cases is a
basic limit on the ability of any code to reduce the probability
of error. The upper bound, on the other hand, is the
probability of error randomly averaged over all possible codes.
Therefore, there is at least one code which will perform as well
as the upper bound.

A sketch of the reliability functions is shown in
Figure 3- 'l. The curves shown are typical for a discrete memory-
less channel. The reliability functions for an optimally
detected block code are similar to those for a DMC and are not
shown. In Figure 3-2, C is the channel capacity and

J-1 K-1	 2

^=o k=0	
V

where

K = input alphabet size of the DMC

J	 output alphabet size

Pk = input probability distribution

(3-9)

Pjk = probability that DMC output is j given that
input is k.

^4A.

	 ...
v^	 F

..	 	̂ r

".rl [..	 v	 ^'1
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Note that the reliability functions all go to zero
at: channel. capacity and that the functions for convolutional
codes a m above ttlose for block codes for all but very small
rates.

The derivations of these curves are given in
Reference 6. The upper and lower probability of error boundo

for convolutional codes were derived by Yudkin^ and Viterbf8,
respectively.

IV. CODING TECHNIQUES AND PERFORMANCE

Phis section introduces some specific coding
techniques. These coding techniques are grouped into the
classifications of optimally detected block, suboptimally
detected bloc.:k, and convolutional. Decoding methods are
discussed and the performance of each code as determined by
anallsis or as demonstrated by computer simulation is given.

Waveform Coding

For the purposes of this memorandum, waveform coding
refers to ary optimally detected block coding. Since the
transmitted messa3es are assumed equally probable, the optimum
detector assigns to each received waveform th^a message waveform
block with which it is most highly correlated.

Let ls i (t)l, o < t < T, i = 1, •••, M, be a set of M

equal energy hlock waveforms which are transmitted with equal
probabilities. Let r(t) be the received waveform, that is,
the transmitted waveform plus Gaussian noise. Then the optimum
detector has the structure shown in Figure 4-1. The filters

are matched to the message waveforms [s i (t )1 end are sampled

at the end of the message waveform interval, when t = T. The

mess^ige estimate, m, is just the message corresponding to the
filter with the largest outrut.

This detector structure may be implemented more

easily if the Csi (t)^ are first represented in terms f

orthanormal components. Let 
C^j 

(t )1 , o < t < T, j = 1, • • •, N,

be a set of orthonormal waveforms from which the message
waveforms can be generated, i.e.,

,.. ,	 ^	 ^, ^. .	 ..._	 ^.^__. ,...	 ^.
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T

	

^ i ct) m
j 

(t) at = 1, i = j
	

(a-1)
0	

= o , i ¢ j

and
N

^ ( t ) a ^
	

Bij ^j (t) r 1 a 1, ... ^ M.	 (4-2)
j=1

As shown in Reference 3, the optimum receiver chooses
for the message estimate the message corresponding to the signal
s i (t) which maximizes

N
r	 s i	 ^ rj 

eij	
(a-3)

j=1

where
r = Crl r2 ... rNl

ei - ^ e il sit ... siN,

and	 T
r j	 r(t) mj ( t) dt	 (4-4)

0

This structure can be realized as shown in Figure 4-2. At
first glance, this appears to be more complicated than the
realization in Figure 4-1. However, it can be shown using the
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure that N < M. If M is
large and N « M, the second realization offers appreciable
savings in matched filters.

Further savings in equipment result from proper choice

of the orthonormal waveforms, ^ ^j (ti1	 Consider the set of
time disjoint pulse wavefo^ .ms shown in Figure 4-3. Assuming
that the pulses from different waveforms do not overlap a*^d

that the integral of h2 (t) is unity, the waveforms are
orthonormal. The optimum receiver. may, therefore, be realized
as shown 3.n Figure 4-a. The filter is matched to the elementary
pulse, h ( t), and is sampled at the end of each elementary pulse
interval. The values of the samples are just r l , r2 , r 3 , •••, rN,

a
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which can then be combined with the s ij in the decision

circuits to find the value of i which maximizes

N

L v^ si^

It has now been shown that the problem of coding for
the Gaussian channel reduces to the problem of coding for a
vector channel, i.e. a channel which changes s i into r. This

problem will be approached by displaying choices for the code
vectors, s i , and showing the effect of each choice on

probability of error and bandwidth occupancy.

A choice of a set, s i , determines a code. Three
optimally detected blocks codes are considered: the orthogonal,
biorthogonal, and transorthogonal. These codes are easily
visualized in signal apace as shown in Figure 4-5. In this
figure, the coordinates along the ml and ^2 axes are just sil

and s i2 . Orthogonal code points lie on the positive orthonormal

axes, i.e., for the orthogonal Lode shown,

s l (t) _ ^	 ^l (t) + o	 m 2 (t)	 (4-6)

and similarly for s 2 . The signal energy is Es for each code

waveform, i.e.,

T	 T

s^ 2 (t) dt =	 s22(t) dt = E s	 (4-7)

0	 0

For any orthogonal code, N=M. The correlation of. the code
waveforms is

T
s i (t) s

j 
(t) dt	 Es	 , i = j	 ( 4 -8)

°	 = o	 ^ i ^ 7

_	 _.	 .
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The biorthogonal code is just an orthogonal code plus
its negative. Therefore, M	 2N and

T

s i (t) s
j 
(t) dt	 Es

a
= o

-Es

i	 j	 (a-9)
i^^,i^i

i 3
Here j is the index of the one waveform which is the negative of
the waveform having index i.

A transorthogonal code is obtained by rotating and
translating, in signal space, an orthogonal code in such a
manner as to minimize the average energy required. For example,
the transorthogonal code shown in Figure 4-5 is obtained from a
N=M=3 orthogonal code. This does not change the probability of
error and the average energy required is reduced by a factor of

I1-MI. The transorthogonal (or simplex) code is believed to be

optimuml^, although this has been proven only for M < 3. For
any transorthogonal code

M = N + 1,

T

s i (t) s j (t) = Es	 i = j	 (4-1U)
o	

E
- M=t ^ i ^j

One method of constructing waveform codes employs
Hadamard matrices. A Hadamard matrix is a square matrix whose
elements are plus and minus ones and whose row vectors are
mutually orthogonal. A Hadamard matrix of order two is

1	 1
H1

1 -1

r.-	 t ^	 ;^	 {	 _.	

-F
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Hadamard matrices of order 2 k , k	 2, 3, 4, •••, can be
contructed from H 1 by the recursion relation

Hk s H1 X Hk-1	 (4-11)

The operation on the right side of Eq. (4-11) is the Kronecker
product of H1 and Hk _ 1 , i.e., each one in Hk_1 is replaced by
Hl and eaeh minus one is replaced by minus Hl. For example,

H2 ^ H1 x Hl

1	 1	 1

1	 -1	 1

1	 1	 -1

1	 -1	 -1

An orthogonal code can be cons

1

-1
(4-12)

-1

1

tructed by choosing

for the si the row vectors of a Hadamard matrix cif order 2 k M

which has been multiplied by a scale factor (so that the signal
energy is Es ). The corresponding biorthogonal code results from

adding to the orthogonal code its complement. Finally, a
transorthogonal code can be constructed by choosing for the si

the row vectors of a Hadamard matrix of order 2 k M which has
been multiplied by a scale factor and from which the first
column has been deleted. Matrix H 2 in (4-12) yields the codes

shown in Figure 4-6.

The codes in Figure 4-6 do not seem to agree with the
signal space definitions given earlier, e.g., the orthogonal
code points, S i , do not lie on the coordinate axes. However,

this discrepancy is nothing more than a rotation of axes which
affects neither the probability of error nor the correlation
properties of the codes .

The waveform codes discussed above can be implemented
with feedback shift registers as discussed in Reference 9.
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An important constraint on the use of waveform coding
is its bandwidth requirement. Rate was earlier defined as the
ratio of message bits to ceded bits. This definition can be
modified to include the time required t^ transmit one code word,
T. The rate in message bits per eec^^d is

log Z M
R ^ —^- bits/sec.

The minimum carrier frequency separation of waveform code words

which does not lead to interference can be shown to beg

N
^FMin ^ '^T

This can be considered an effective bandwidth, W, i.e.,

NW s FT

The bandwidth required per unit rate is

W _	 N
R ^Iog 2 M

For orthogonal codes, N = M, and

W _	 M
R	 oq2 M

For biorthogonal codes, M 2N, and

W __ M 2

R 2 log2 M

For transorthogonal codes, M = N + 1, and

W	 M - 1
R ^	 og2 M
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Note that

lim R = lim R
	

w

N -+ m
	

M -► m

for orthogonal, biorthogonal, or transorthogonal codes. There-
fore, with a fixed information rate, any decrease in error
probabi.l:ty requires an increase in bandwidth "or these codes.
This bandwidth expansion and the complexity of the weighting
matrix in Figure 4-? are the main drawbackri of these codes. Of
course, by Shannon's Theorem, waveform codes exist for which
the probability of error can be reduced to an arbitrarily small
value with no i.^^crease in power or bandwidth. However, there
is no known method for deterministically constructing these or
easily decoding them.

Note, also, that biorthogonal codes require less
bandwidth per unit information rate than either orthogonal or
transorthogonal codes for M ^ 2.

For M = 32, the probability of word error is shown in
Figure 9-7 for orthogonal, biorthogonal, transorthogonal, and

uncoded transmission 9 on an additive Gaussian noise channel
N

having a uniform power spectral density of o. Eb fa the energy

per information bit. The probability of word error for uncoded
transmission is the probability that the transmission of a block
of five bits using antipodal signals, i.e., s l (t) _ -s2(t),
results in one or more bit errors.

Ordinarily, the measure of error which is of concern

is the probability of information bit error. This is shown g for
biorthogonal codes of various lengths in Figures 4-8 and 4-11.

BCH Codes

BCH codes are suboptimally detected block codes. They

were discovered by Base and Chaudhuri ll and independently by

Hocquenghem. 12 The BCH decoder operates on symbols from a finite
alphabet, usually binary. Thus the detector output for each
received symbol must be coarsely quantized resulting in
suboptimality. Referring to Figure 1-1, a BCH code system would
not include the shift register between the encoder and the wave-
form generator. For example, if the BCH code is binary, the
waveform generator converts each code symbol directly into one of

In Figures 4-7, 4-8 and 4-11, k-log2M.
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two waveforms, s o (t) or s l (t). A block diagram for the

detector fn a binary 8CH code system is shown in Figure 4-9.

In general, the alphabet for a BCH code can contain
any number of symbols. The binary BCH code is the most easily
instrumented, however, and only the binary case will be
^onsfdere8 in this section.

The coder in Figure 1-1 segments the information
sequence into blocks. From each block parity check bits are
calculated. A parity check bit is the modulo two sum of a
particular subset of the information bits. The information
bits and parity check bite constitute the code word. As
discussed earlier, an (n, k) code has code words of length n,
containing k information bits and n-k parity check bits.

The coder for a (31, 21) BCH code is shown in Figure
4-10. It consists of a shift register with feedback connections.
Initially, the register is filled with zeros, switch A is closed,
and switch B is open. Twenty-one information bits leave the
coder as coded output and simultaneously enter the feedback shift
registe r. The register is shifted in synchronism with the
information bits. The information source is then halted, switch
A is opened, and switch B is closed. The contents of the shift
register, the parity check bits, are shifted out. This leaves
the shift register in the all zero state and the process can
repeat.

It is the selection of the feedback connections which
determine the properties of the code and the amount of
computation required to Secode received messages. The procedure
for choosing these connections can be developed in a
mathematically elegant way from the concepts of modern algebra.
It is the algebraic structuring of the code which allows
practical decoding. Without this structuring, the decoder would

require n codebook containing 2 n entries.

The moEt typical form of BCH codes can be defined as
follows. Let Xn' Xn-1' •••• }l be the symbols in an (n, k)

code word. Xn is the first symbol transmitted and X 1 the last.

Then the sequence X^, •••, X1 is a BCH code wo rd if, and only if6.

n	 j (i-1)
Xi l

a (s ),i=1

2 < 8 < n

= A(s) e(s)	 ^	 1, • • •, d-1	 (4-13)

I`	
3^ x4t-,.^- _	 i	 Ir :.:.	 r
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In ( 4-13) , n (s ) is a E^olynomi^-^1 of degree less than m, where
m = log2 ( n + 1), H(s) is an irreduci5le polynomial of degree m,
and A(:+) can be a polynomial of any degree. All polynomials
have binary coefficients and all multiplications and additions
follow the rules of binary arithmetic. The parameter d is
related to the error correcting ability of the code.

It can be ahown 13 that for any m and t there is a

binary BCH code of. length n	 2m-1 which coriecte all
combinations of t or fewer errors within a transmitted block
and has no more than mt parity check bits.

The performance of a ( 7 3 , 4 5 ) BCH code is shown 8 in
Figure 4 - 11. The channel is Gaussian and the detector output
is binary. The decoder is not a maximum likelihood decoder, but
a threshold decoder. The threshold decoder ha • nearly as good
performance as the maximum likelihood decoder with less
complexity. Thg concept of threshold decodanq is discussed in
this report in connection with convolutional codes.

Convolutional Codes

As discussed in Section II, there is a basic difference
between block and convolutional codes in the way the influence
of a message bit is distributed. An implementation of a s^.mple
convolutional encoder is shown in Fi.qure 4-12.

In operation, message symbols are shifted into tha
shift register one at a time. Each shift causes the contents of
the register to shift one pos^.tion to the right, the right most
symbol being discarded. A^cter each shift, the channel switch
samples the outputs of the adders.

The theory of convolutional codes is valid for non-
binary as well as binary alphabets. However, because of
implementational considerat.fons, binary alphabets are ordinarily
used, in which case the adders perform addition modulo two.

In Figure 4-12, two channel symbols are produced for
each message symbol and the rate is one half. Any rational rate
is possible with a convolutional coder. Assume there are j
shift registers each of which is connected with v adders. During
each cycle, j information symbols are accepted by the coder, one
into e^.h shift register. The sum of the outputs of the first
adders for each register is read out. The sum of the second
adders is read out, and so on, producing v output symbols per
cycle. The rate is then

R message symbols per output symbol

= j/v

. -^	 ,r:.
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Most analysis and simulations in the literature concern rate
one half and rate or ►P third codes.

Constraint lenyth has been defined as the number of
channel symbols over which o^^e message symbol ha• influence.
For the generalized encoder in the last paragraph, the const;raznt
length, K, is just

K ^^- v L

where L is the 1Pngt:h ^f each shift register. For example, the
constraint length c,f the encoder in Figure ^1-12 is six.

A helpful visual aid in understanding the operation of
the decoders to be discussed is the tree structure of a
convolutional code. The tree structure gEnerated by the «ncoder
of Figure 4-12 is shown in Figure 4-13. Encoding a sequence of
message symbols corresponds to choosing a path through the tree
structure. Each message bit corresponds to moving from left to
right one branch length. If the message bit is zero,the upward
branch is chosen and vice versa. For example, in Figure 4-14
are shown the states of the shift register and the output symbols
for the message sequence 0101. This corresponds to the path
indicated by the dotted line in Figure 4••13. The shift register
is assumed initially to contain all zeros. The tree structure
can, of course, be extended indefinitely.

At the end of a finite length message sequence, special
steps must be taken to ins pire that the protection of the last
constraint length of message bits (the last jL message bits) is
equ4al to that of earlier bits. This is usually accomplished by
suffixing the message sequence with L - 1 zeros. The last L - 1
nodes of the code tree then have only single branches leaving
them, and the shift register is ready for a new message sequenaE;
to begin.

In certain of the decoders to be discussed, it is
desirable to periodically terminate the coding process with L ^- 1
zeros whether or not the message has ended and immediately
restart. This resynchronizes the decoder if a catastrophic
decoding failure (such as buffer memorX overflow) has occurred.

All of the decoders of convolutional codes discussed
in this section are known as probabilistic decoders with the
exception of the threshold decoder. A probabilistic decodef:
contains a replica of the encoder and decoding consists of
assuming a tentative message, en^;odinq it, and comparing the
result with the actual received sequence. If the two code^9
sequences are similar enough, the tentative message is ase,umed

r
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correct; if not, another tentative message is tried. The basis
for judging similarity is the tre y path value or path metric.
The c►xact form of the metric varies from algorithm to algorithm,
but it is generally a measure of likelihood of a particular path
through the tree given the received sequence.

Sequential Decodi^

Both sequential decoding algorithms discussed in this
report are limited to the same range of. code rates and can
attain arbitrarily low probabilit^.es of undetected error.

Each technique requires me^<<ory storage which, in
periods of high noise intensity, can fill and overflow. The
effects of memory overflow will be discussed separately for
each algorithm. It can be shown that the average number of
computations per message bit tends to infinity with increasing
message sequence length for rates above the computation rate,
RCOMP' and is bounded above by a constant for rates less than

RCOMP' The computation rate is a function unly of channel

transition probabilities and exceeds one half the capacity, or

C for all non-pathological memoryless channels. For example,^'
Fi,ure 4-15 shows RCOMP^C ag a function of crossover

probability, p, for a binary symmetric channel.

For either algorithm the average amount of computation
required to decode orie message bit is bounded above by a constant
for any constraint length (assuming R ^ RCOMP^' Therefore, the

probability of undetected error can be made to approach zero by
increasing the constraint length without incurring excessive
computation.

The algorithms to be discussed are the Fano 14 and the

Jelinek. 15 Fano's algorithm has been known since 1963 and has
been thorov^^hly analyzed and simu?ated. Jelinek's algorithm was
published in 1969 and very little work on it has appeared in
the literature.

Sequential Decoding - Fano Algorithm

Given a received sequence, a sequential decoder
considers the '^ree paths which might have been transmitted and
selects the path which is most like the received sequence. More
specifically, the lath is chosen for which the path value, t, is

r
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maximum. The path value is the sum of hit metrics, a t , of the

bits on the path. The bit metric of the bit at time t, ^ t , is
defined as

^t - 1og2

	 P i	
_^

k=	 Pkpjk

Mahe re

P ji	 probability of quantized detector output
at time t being j given that i is
transmitted,

Pk = probability that k is transmitted,

and

S	 = a constant called the bias.

Thus the bit metric is just the mutual information 16 between
channel input and detector output less a constant. To better
appreciate the meanining of the path value, assume the detector
is one bit quantized (yielding a BSC) and that the P k are equal.

The path value reduces to a constant minus the Hamming distance.
The Hamming distance between two binary sequences is just the
number of bit locations in which the sequences differ.

As an example, consider the path indicated by the
dotted line in Figure 4-13. Assume the detector employs hard
decision and that the path value is

t=1
where

R = length of Bath

and

h(^) = Hamming distance between tree path and
received sequence.

s = bias
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If the detector output is

00 10 O1 11

the path value of the dotted path is

r = 8s - 2

The mutual information metric has the property that
if the transmitted sequence is received exror free, the path
value of the correct tree path is greater than the path value
of any other tree path. This is true for any sequence length
(tree penetration depth). If errors occur, the path value of
the correct path may dip below the values of some incorrect
paths. However, if the code constraint length is great
enough, the path value of the correct path will eventually
surpass all others. The function of the decoding algorithm
is, thus, to select the path which ultimately has the greatest
path value. Examp^es of path values for correct and incorrect
paths are shown in Figure 4-16. Only a few of the incorrect
paths are shown. Note that noise causes the correct path
value to dip below another path value for a limited interval.

To understand the Fano algorithm for searching the
code tree, assume the code tree is plotted graphically with
paths running from left to right and with the vertical
coordinate of each node equal to its path value, r, ::;s in
Figure 4-16. The algorithm uses an imaginary pointer which
points to specific nodes in the tree. A running threshold is
used to test the progress of the search. The running threshold
is started at zero and is increased by multiples of some
increment, o, each time the path value increases so that the
threshold is always just below the node under consideration. A
flaw diagram of Fano's algorithm is shown in Figure 4-17.

The algorithm is divided into two sections: the
forward mode and the back-up and search mode. if the path value
of the correct path increases monotonically with a greater slope
than any incorrect path, the algorithm remains i.n the forward
mode, tightening the threshold after each step. If the slope of
the correct path becomes negative or if it is less than that of
an incorrect branch at some mode, the algorithm may start to
follow an incorrect path. This will soon become apparent from
the poor performance of the path value. The algorithm then
enters the back-up and search mode to regain the correct path.
An extimination of Figure 4-17 should convince the reader that
the algorithm will eventually select a path whose path value
ultimately increases.

r

._	 ..	 ,
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Obviously, the progress of the decoder through the
code tree is highly variable. Since the data is transmitted
at a constant rate, a buffer, such as that shown in Figure
4-18, must be used. The symbols from the detector output
enter shift registers through the commutator. The first
symbol in each branch enters the top shift register and the
second enters the next register. The buffer in Figure 4-18

accommodates a rate 1/2 code; for rate 1 , v shift registers

are needed for the input section of the buffer. Below the v
input shift registers is the output shift register where the
tentativel ;^ decoded bits are stored. The depth of search
pointer indicates the input branch and tentatively decoded
bit with which the decoder is concerned at any given time.
As the input branches and tentative decisions flow from left
to right, the depth of search pointer usually remains near
the left end of the buffer. After a burst of noise, the pointer
retreats to the right, erasing previous tentative decisions and
searching for the correct path. If the depth of search pointer
reaches the right end of the buffer, buffer overflow is said to
have occurred.

When buffer overflow occurs, both the encoder and
decoder must be resynchronized, This is done by truncating
the transmission, inserting a known sequence into both the
encoder and the decoder, and restarting the transmission. The
known sequence may be inserted periodically to facilitate
resynchroniz=:-Liont it may be inserted at the request of the
decoder if "he channel is two -way; it may never be inserted if
the received symbols can be recorded and decoded off-line.

The probability of buffer overflow has been determined
both analytically and by computer simulation. If the
examination of one tree node by the decoder is defined as one
computation, the probability that the number of computations
required to decode D branches exceeds U, P D (U), can be shown to

be 17

PD(U) = A(D,a) U -a , U»1
	

(4-14)

In Equatic ( 4-14), A (D,a) varies linearly with D over a large
range and a is defined implicitly by

E0(a) = 1 = R
	 (4-15)

a	 v
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E0 (a) is Gallager's zero rate exponent. 6 For the binary input
channel,

E ( a ) _o	 -in	 [1/2	 P 
ij 

l/ (1+a ) 1+a
	

(4-16)^ 

As usual, R is the code rate and P ij is the DMC transition

probability. A distribution such as that in Equation (4-14) is
known as a Pareto distribution with a being the Pareto exponent.

Lumb18 has determined P D (U) by computer simulation.

Results for rate 1/2 codes of constraint lengths 30, 50 and 70
are shown in Figure 4-19. The number of bits decoded, D, was

224. The value chosen for E  was 2.66 dB and the detector output
N0

was three-bit quantized.

Note that the value of PD (U) increases with increasing

constraint length (with U held constant). This is because a
noise burst which may cause a very long search in a long constraint
length code merely causes an undetected error in a short constraint
length code.

Blustein and Jordan 19 have found an approximation to
P 1 (U), the probability that the number of computations required

to decode one bit exceeds U, from computer simulations.

R	 1
ti	 RCOMP(-2 . 9

COMP
 + 2 R

1P (U) = 3.16	 UR	 (4-17)

Equation (4-17) may be used to approximate the probability of
buffer overflow, PB	Assume that the depth of search pointer
is at the left end gf the. buffer in Figure 4-18. Denote by a
the number of computations the decoder can perform during the
reception of one branch. If the decoder makes aB computations
in the search mode and fails to advance one node deeper into the
tree, the pointer will have reached the right end of the buffer
and overflow will occur. The probability of this is P 1 (aB) .
Because of the assumption that the pointer starts at the left
end of the buffer, P 1 (cB) is, strictly speaking, a lower bound to
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PBO . It can be shown by simulation  that when P 1 (oB) is small
that

PBO M P 1 (RA)	 (4-18)

A property of the Pareto distribution is that the
expected value of a Pareto distributed random variable is finite
only if the Pareto exponent is greater than one. In partict.lar,
the expected number of computations per decoded information bit
is finite only if a>l. This is equi •ralent to maintaining

E  large enough so that
9-

R ` RCOMP	 (4-19)

It can be shown 17 that in the case of infinite band-
width and non-quantized detector output the value of

E  required to maintain R < RCOMP is 1.4 dB, or 3 dB above
N0
Shannon's limit. For finite bandwidth and quantized detector

output F  must be even higher.
N0

Since the computation required per information bit is
bounded above as constraint length increases, the probabili•y
of undetected error can easily be reduced to a negligible value.
Undetected errors are therefore not a problem with sequential
decoding, and curves such as shown in Figure 4-11, are not shown.

Sequential Decoding - Jelinek Algorithm

Jelinek 15 has presented an alternative algorithm for
searching a code tree. Just as with Fano's algorithm and any
other sequential decoding algorithm, the code rate must be less
than R COMP ; otherwide, the average computation per bit tends to

infinity with increasing message length. Again, the probability
of undetected error can be reduced to a negligible value by
increasing the constraint length without a corresponding increase
in computation.

The strategy employed by Jelinak's algorithm for
searching the tree is distinctly different from that of Fano's
algorithm. The message is assumed to be segmented into blocks
N bits long. Let P(s) be the probability that the initial
portion of the message sequence was the binary sequence s given

P,
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all of the received block of N branches. The algorithm states:

1. Compute P(0) and P(1). Place these probabilities
and the associated s sequences into an ordered
memory, or stack, with the higher probability
sequence at the top of the stack.

2. Remove the top or highest probability sequence so,

from the stack. Extend s o one bit (obtaining so

and sol) and calculate tFe two new probabilities.

3. Place ao0 and sol and the associated probabilities

in the stack in such positions to maintain
monotonically decreasing probability order.

4. Repeat steps 2. and 3. until the top sequence is N
bits long. This is the decoded block.

Initially, the memory stack is empty and each decoding
step (after step 1.) adds one node to the contents of the stack.
Since the stack is of finite size, and in any practical situation

will have a capacity less than 2n nodes, it must at some point
overflow. On the next step after the stack has been filled, the
bottom or least likely node is pushed from the bottom of the stack
and thrown out. However, an index is maintained at the value of
the highest probability of any deleted node. If this index ever
exceeds the probability of the top node in the stack, a deleted
node may have been on the correct path and an error is assumed to
have been made. Just as in the case of Fano decoding, buffer
overflow is catastrophic.

Jelinek has shown that for R=RCOMP' a stack memory with

a capacity of 1ON is sufficient to prevent catastrophic overflow
in more than half the blocks. For smaller R, the buffer require-
ments are less.

In comparison with the Fano algorithm, the Jelinek

algorithms, requires less computation. For example 15 a at R`RCOMP'

Fano's algorithm requires an average of 13 computations per node
compared to 2 for Jelinek's algorithm. The difference is smaller
for smaller R, and is negligible at R=0.8 RCOMP'

One explanation for the speed advantage of the Jelinek
algorithm is that the decoder need never stop and wait on new

f3.
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data. In a Fano decoder, if the pointer is at the left end of
the buffer, no more computation can occur until the next branch
of symbols has been received. In the Jelinek decoder, if so,

the most probable sequence, is already as long as the amount of
received signal, one of the shorter, less probable, sequences
further down in the stack can be removed and extended. In this
manner, the decoder is never idle.

Based on preliminary findings, the Jelinek algorithm
appears to be a promising alternative to the Fano algorithm.

Viterbi Algorithm

Among all the decoders of convolutional codes discussed
in this report, the Viterbi is the only optimum or maximum
likelihood decoder. That is, its probability of error is the
same as that of a decoder which calculates the path value of each

of the 2 N paths in the tree and chooses the largest. This is

accomplished with a complexity which is proportional only to 2L
(L is the length of the convolutional encoder shift register).

For the basic Viterbi algorithm, the message is

segmented into blocks of length N. The i 
th information symbol

is denoted by A i , the i th received branch by Li e The decoder

first computes the likelihood functions; L P.(ri JAi ), for all of

the 2 L information sequences, 	 i=l

(Al l A 2 ...., AL)

For each of the 2L-1 sequences A 2 , A 	 the decoder chooses

from the two sequences,

(0 1 A21 .feet AL )	 ( 4-20)
and

(1, A2 , •..•, AL ),	 (4-21)

the sequence with higher likelihood. This sequence is called
the survivor. For each possible combination of A2 , ••••, AL there

will be one survivor; therefore there are 2 L-1 survivors, each of
the form

(al, A 2 
p A3 ,	 AL)•	 (4-22)

al will be 0 or 1 depending on the following A21 0.00 1 AL.

 
tv
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The decoder then uses the next received branch rL+1 to
compute P(rL+11AL+l) for AL+1 = 0 and AL+l ' 1. With this

information the decoder can choose from the two sequences

( al p 
Or A 3 j A4 1 	AL+1)	 ( 4-23)

(all 1, A 3 p A
4 , ...., AL+l)	 (4-24)

the one having the higher likelihood. This choice is made for

each of the 2 L-1 sequences (A3 , ••••, AL+1). The value of a l in

(4-23) and ( 4-24) can be determined from the survivors in (4-22).
L-1The 2	 survivors now have the form

(al, a 2 , A3 , A 4 , ...., 
AL+1)	 (4-25)

This process continues, yielding a general form for
the survivors of

(all 
0000, a

k-L+1' Ak--L+21 0000, Ak )	 (4-26)

for k < N. There is a survivor for each of the 2L 
1 
possible

combinations

(Ak-•_,+2	
0 000 , Ak )	 (4-27)

After the N information bits are encoded, a tail sequence of L-1
known bits are encoded. At each decoding step for which
N<k < N+L- 1, the number of survivors is halved. After the
decoding step with • k = N+L-1, only one survivor remains, and its
first N bits are declared the correct message. The decoder then
begins on the next tree.

For implementation, a simplification can be made on the
Viterbi algorithm which reduces memory requirements. When k=N,

the tota^ number of symbols in all the 2 L-1 survivors is N 2L-1.
Thus the tree length, N. is limited in the case of the ideal
Viterbi algorithm by the size of the available memory. However,

it has been found 20 that the initial portions of the survivors
are usually identical to within five constraint lengths of k.
Therefore, at each decoding step, the a i decoded five constraint

lengths earlier can be declared correct and removed from each
survivor. This strategy also eliminates the necessity to
terminate the code tree.
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If the bit to be declared correct and removed f -om
the survivors is not the same in each survivor, then the omit

from only the survivor with highest likelihood can be used21 .

The storage requirement is N 2 L-1 for the ideal

case or approximately 5 L-2 
L-1 

in the practical case. This
dependence on the constraint length, L, limits the Viterbi
decoder to use with short constraint length codes. For

example, 5 L-2 L-1 for L = 15 is about 1.2 million.

An advantage of the Viterbi algorithm is that it
decodes at a fixed rate with no possibility for catastrophic
failure such as buffer overflow. It is therefore quite useful
for real time application.

Heller 
21,22 

has simulated the performance of a
Viterbi decoder with rate 1/3 codes and 3 bit detector
quantization. The results for a code with a constraint length
of 24 is shown in Figure 4-11. A code of constraint length K
and rate R is denoted by (K, RK).

Ng Algorithm

Ng 23 has presented a decoding algorithm similar to the
Viterbi algorithm, which he calls minimum Hamming distance (MHD)
decoding. As in the Viterbi algorithm, the likelihood functions

are first calculated for each of the 2 L sequences,

(Al, A2'? ..6. r AL).

Instead of forming survivors, the first symbol of the sequence
with highest likelihood is declared correct and decoded. The

likelihood functions are then calculated for all 2 L sequences

(A2t A3, 6060, AL+l)0

Again, the first symbol, A2 , of the most likely sequence is

declared correct and decoded. This procedure is repeated
indefinitely with no need to terminate the tree.

Ng also discusses 
23 some clever and involved ways

for greatly reducing the computation required to calculate the
likelihood functions of the sequences.

This algorithm is not optimal but it obviously
requires less storage than the Viterbi algorithm.

G- Y
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Threshold Decoding

Threshold decoding does not depend on the tree
structure of convolutional codes and can be used equally as
well with block codes. In contrast to purely algebraic block
decoders, threshold decoders can make use of the statistical
information regarding the received bits which is available at
the receiver.

Assume that the convolutional code is binary and
systematic, i.e., the information bits appear uncnanged among
the parity bits of the coded output. Any parity bit, say p ,

a
can be written as the mod-2 sum of a set of information bits is

n	 j
a

pa	
iajjs

or

n 

0 =	 is	 + pa
jn

(4-28)

(4-29)

in which all additions are mod-i2. mhe a  are the indices of

the information bits whose sum is p a . The sum of (4-29), when

calculated from the received bins becomes,

n
a

im (ia

+ eai ) + (pa + ea )

na

ea + ea (4-30)

in which e  is the error 0 or 1) in the ith bit. Notice that

the is and pa have dropped out because of Equation (4-29). Any
i

mod-2 sum of received bits from which the information and parity
bits drop out leaving only the error bits (as in Equation (4-30))
is called a parity check, A.
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A set of parity checks (A 1 , A2 , 0.00 1 A J ) is said

to be orthogonal on error bit e a if ea appears in each parity

check of the set and no other error bit appears in more than
one of the parity checks. In a threshold decoder, an error

bit estimate, ea, is formed using only the set of parity checks

orthogonal on ea.

Threshold decoding has two common forms, majority

decoding and APP decoding24 . In majority decoding, the
decoding rile is

J

ea = 1 if and only if 	 A j > J
_

( 4 -31)

APP decoding (A Posteriori Probability decoding) makes
use cii the statistical information concerning the received bests.
Its decoding rule is

J

ea = 1 if and only if

J=

where
P (A	 ea)

wj 2 log P Aj ea

wjAj>T (4-32)

and

T = 1/2 (w1 + w2 + • - + w J)

P (ea = 0)

+ log Pea ----U

Although threshold decoding is sub-optimal, APP is
superior to majority decoding due to its use of statistical
information.

The performance of a rate 1/2 convolutional code 
is of

constr& .it length 44 is shown in Figure 4-11.
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V. CODING APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Operational Coding Systems

Four NASA applications of the codes discussed in this
report are summarized:

1. The Mariner, 1969, Mars probes used six bit (M=64)

biorthogonal waveform codes 
26 at an information rate

of 16.2 kilobits/sec. An information bit error

probability of 5x10 -3 was achieved with an 
EJ 

of 3.00 dB.
No

2. NASCOM uses BCH codes to protect Apollo command
data transmitted from the Manned Spacecraft Center
(MSC) in Houston to remote sites via Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) in Greenbelt, Md. The basic
coding unit between MSC and the remote sites is a
(57, 30) BCh code. Between MSC and GSFC there is
additional encoding into a (600, 567) BCH code.
Error detection rather than error correction is

used resulting in a probability of undetected error 27

of less than 4x10-13.

3. The Pioneer D spacecraft uses a rate 1/2 convolutional
code of constraint length 50 with sequential decoding.

At the arbitrary comparison point of 10 -4 information
bit error probability, the convolutional code has a

5.1 dB gain over no coding- 18

4. The Interplanetary Measuring Platform, or IMP I, will
be launched in October, 1970 into a solar orbit to

measure fields and solar particles. 
28 Its telemetry

system will use a rate 1/2 convolutional encoder of
constraint length 96 with a Fano algorithm. In case
of buffer overflow, a frame of 1024 information
symbols is deleted. The system achieves an information

bit error probability of 10 -5 at an E  of 4 dB with
N0

a deletion rate of less than 1%.
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Conclusions

The conclusions of this survey are:

1. The code reliability functions of Figure 3-2 imply
that convolutional codes have error-correcting
properties superior to those of block codes.

2. Prime candidates for non-real time decoding of
convolutional codes are Jelinek and Fano sequential
decoders. These sequential decoders are unsuitable
for real time operation because of their highly
variable decoding rate and possibility of catastrophic
failure. Preliminary results indicate that the
Jelinek decoder may require less computation than
the Fano.

3. Prime candidates for real time decoding of convolutional
codes are the Viterbi and the Ng decoders. Preliminary
results indicate that the Ng decoder may achieve lower
probability of error for a given amount of computation

than the Viterbi decoder. 25 This is possible because
even though the Ng decoder is suboptimal, it can
decode, with the same amount of computation, a
longer constraint length code than can the Viterbi.
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